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ABSTRACT

Head Start is a federally-funded preschool program for disadvantaged

.:hildren. In this paper the problems of evaluating Head Start from an

economic viewpoint are considered and a reanalysis of the data collected

for the 1969 Westinghouse Learning Corporation-Ohio University study is

carried out. An evaluation of Head Start is difficult because of concep-

tual and statistical problems. The conceptual problems deal with the

difficulty in translating the benefits of Head Start into dollar terms

so that it can be determined if the benefits exceed the costs and if Head

Start is the most efficient social action program. Statistical problems

arise because it is rarely possible to measure all of the independent

variables in the model and some of the independent variables may be

measured with error; the paper discusses ways in which these specification

errors can lead to biased estimates of the effects of Head Start.

Regression analysis is used in the reanalysis of the Westinghouse

data. The statistical model is similar to the one used in the original

study, but several modifications have been made. The findings of the

reanalysis are compatable with those of the Westinghouse study but differ

because of the changes in the structure of the model. The reanalysis

suggests that Head Start produces statistically significant cognitive

benefits for white children from mother-headed families and minority

children; there is no evidence from the data to suggest that these

benefits are permanent.



EVALUATING PROJECT HEAD START

1. Head Start as a social Action Program of Interest to Economists

In recent years great efforts have been made to integrate the dis-

-dvantaged into the mainstream of the American economy. Programs have

been developed to retrain workers with ol,solete skills and to aid youths

with less marketable skills. t'',-or 1 :)layed a major role, both

devising programs of this natt- ,:he Job Corps.; Ind evaluating

them. White economists were emphasizing the role of training adults and

teenagers already in the labor force, educators and psychologists were

stressin, thc need for intervention at a much earlier stage in life--from

the ages of three to five. Throughout the past decade many such preschool

progra s for disadvantaged children have been implemented, with the largest

in ""ze being the federally-funded Head Start program. In this paper how

Head Start can be evaluated from an economic viewpoint is considered and

the conzeptua and empiric?1 problems encountered in such an evaluatim

described. A reanalysis cf the data cAlected in 1969 fsr he first and

only national evalt =' ,on of Hi ad Start is then pre3ved.

Head Start is . nation..1 preschool program whose purpo:,e has been

co prepare childr. t from disadvantages backgrounds for entrance into formal

education in the primary grades. The philosophy underlying the program

that Oh' reat)11 children from disadvanwjed backgrounds perform poorly in

school, and hence drop out and rem in Ltooverished, is that the home

environment does not provide the stimulation and ameniti-s found in middle-

class homes. By intervening between the ages of three an,,i Live, the program

seeks to gave these children a "head start" in their attitudes and cognitive

rip 1. 4. 41.



deve',41E It, and thus break out of the cycle of poverty. Although origi-

nally prepared as an experimental pilot program in 1965, Head Start was

greeted with such outstanding popularity that the fuTiding for the first

year was increased from $17 million to $103 million. The program

cintinued to grow, both in popularity and in size, and it remains as

one of the few remnants of the Johnsen'Administration's antipoverty pro-

grams to retain widespread support.

Because Head Start has been established as a decmtralized program,

individual renters differ in their structure and curriculum. In addition

to attem tAlg to raise the level of cognitive development, Head Start

prograr-I have tried to li;--prove the physical and mental healr, of the

participnnti, c:ncoulage parents to take an active role in 'he eevelopwra

of the chiliren, and improve the sense of dignity and self-uro,:th of the

Head Start participants. All of these components are import. aspects

of HeA Start, but Head Start differs from day care in that it item ;, =

co 'wise the participants' cognitive development. Because of thi, and

oecause the cognitive benefits are easier to measure than the psycho-

logical and health benefits, this paper is restr4cte to evaluating the

-:og.titive benefits of Head Start.
1

Although the evaluation of educational programs has traditionally

been in the realm of psychology, in recent years economists have become

interested in the field. Like on-the-job training and manpower training

programs, education can be viewed as an investment in human capital; if

the program is successful, the participant will be able to use his human

capital to increase his_earnings. Economists have generally limited their

attention to the evaluation of "final" investment in human capital such
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as higher education and .nanpower training. Regardless of the effectiveness

of such programs, the increasingly popular belief that preschool programs

are an important instrument for helping disadvantaged children requires

that efforts be made to evaluate programs such as Head Start.

There are two reasons why economists have done little research in

evaluating preschool programs. rirst, such efforts have traditionally

been carried out by psychologists. If, however, limited funds are

available for social action programs, decisions must be made on how to

allocate these funds between preschool children and adults in the labor

force. It is the economist who is best able to determine the relative

efficiencies of these two approaches. Second, it is very difficult to

measure the benefits of preschool programs in economic terms. When a

person participates in a manpower training program, the benefits can be

measured as the difference in the present values of what the participant

earns after the program minus what he would have earned had he not

participated; although some problems exist in making these measurements,

re sellable evaluations have taken place. For preschool education programs,

now-ver, there is a long lag between the termination of the program and

the commencement of the monetary returns to the program. All that can be

measured at the conciwion oft the program are the benefits in terms of

cognitive development. To perform a cost-benefit analysis, benefits

must be converted into monetary gains that will accrue to the participants

(and the rest of society) at least eight years after the completion of

the program. We have obviously not reached the stage when such cost-

benefit analyses can be carried out, bqt we can summarize the progress

that has been made and note areas that will require additional r^search.
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2. Problems in Evaluating Project Head Start

To evaluate a social action program such as Head Start it is neces-

sary to measure both its costs and benefits. The costs can be determined

in a straightforward manner, and need not concern us here. As we have

noted previously, the benefits are much more difficult to ascertain.

Problems in measuring the benefits of Head Start can be divided into

conceptual problems and empirical problems, and each of these areas is

discussed below.

The conceptual problems are those that arise in developing the

theoretical model for the evaluation. The first step in the formulation

of such a model is the determination of what we wish to measure as the

program's output. The immediate products of Head Start may include

cognitive and psychological benefits of the program, day-care benefits

to the parents of the participants, and medical and nutritional benefits

to the children. These benefits may, however (with the possible excep-

tion of the day-care benefits), be considered only intermediate goods

which serve as inputs in the production cli7 the output of ultimate interest

to economists--earning ability.

For an evaluation of Head Start we can divide the procedure into four

steps: (1) the determination of our best estimate of the effect of Head

Start on the cognitive development of the participants fo- various groups

of children; (2) the considera-ion of how confident we can be in

accuracy of the rvtimates; (3 the determination of whether .11( berc its

of the program exceed the costs; and, (4) a comparison of Hei:, .;art to

policy alter- atives to determine if Head Start is the most efficient

program f-ir meeting our goals. If the first and second steps indicate
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a zero or negative effect of Had Start, the subsequent steps are unneces-

sary and Head Start can be viewed as an ineffective program.

To estimate the effects of Head Start, a model must be specified that

includes Head Start as one of the inputs. Because the dependent variable

in the model is the cognitive development of the child, the model can be

viewed as an educational production function where we attempt to relate

the various input factors supplied by the child, his family and society

to the output of education. Research concerning educational production

functions is still in the early stages, and there are problems in deter-

mining which variables should be included and what functional form should

be used. To simplify the discussion, it is assumed that a linear functional

form is appropriate (at least for the range of the available data), but it

should be noted that substantial research remains to be dora in this area.

Head Start can be considered as either a binary variable (where a child

either participates in the program or does not) or as a continuous vari-

able (where the length of the treatment can vary by increasing either the

hours per day spent in Head Start or the number of weeks that the program

lasts). For this illustration it is assumed that Head Start is a continu-

ous variable. Data must then be collected on the variables in the

educational production function for a group of children. For reasons

dllscussed below, the nature of the data collected will be important in

determining if the data will produce unbiased estimates of the coefficients

in the education:1 production function. The dependent variable in the model

is some measure of cognitive development taken after the completion of the

Head Start program. Assuming that the model has been properly specified,

the cognit'.'E rneasute may be regressed on the set of independent variables,
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and the regression coefficient for the Head Start variable will be the

best estimate of the effect of one unit of Head Start on the cognitive

measu,e used as the dependent variable. If the coefficient of Head Start

is zero or negative, our work is lone--it may be concluded that in its

present form Head Start is an inappropriate program for increasing the

cognitive development of the participants. However, if the effect of

Head Start is positive, the statistical significance of the coefficient

must be considered. If the hypothesis of a zero effect cannot be rejectad

at the 1 or 5 percent significance level it is sometimes argued that the

program should be abandoned because there is no "significant" effect. This

argument is rarely correct. As Cain and Watts (1970, p. 233) explain, "a

body of data may be unable to reject the hypothesis that some coefficient

is zero and be equally consistent with a hypothesis embodying a miraculously

high effect." It must be kept in mind that the regression coefficient is

the best estimate of the treatment effect and that a large standard error

for the coefficient only implies that we cannot be very confident in the

accuracy of the estimate. If the regression indicates the Head Start

coefficient is not significant but that the coefficient is large enough

so that the effect of the program appears to be worth attaining, a more

refined evaluation of Head Start should be attempted. Some of the tech-

niques that can be used to increase the efficiency of the estimate include:

increasing the sample size, improving the accuracy of the measurement of

variables in the model, and selecting the sample so that there is less

covariation between Head Start and the other independent v.-Fables. For

policy decisions the choice of when to dismiss a coefficient as being

insignificant should be based on the costs of making an incorrect decision

rather than on s,:e arbitrarily selected significance level.
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A Head Start instructor may be satisfied to learn only what the

cognitive benefits of H.ad Start are, but a policymaker must know more.

The policymaker must know whether the, benefiLs of Head Start exceed the

costs of the program so he can determine if the program is worth funding.

The relevant question is not "Does the program work?" but rather, "Is

the program worth funding?" This part of the evaluation requires placing

a dollar value on cognitive gains--a very difficult task, but one which

must be faced. If it costs $1,500 to make Head Start available to one

child, then the policymaker must decide if the gains produced by Head Start

are worth at least that much for the program to be judged worthwhile. For

private goods, economic theory asserts that an individual will purchase a

good only if the benefits he receives exceed the costs. For publicly

funded social action programs, howe...2r, it 13.2comes much more difficult to

price the benefits, especially when the benefits are in the form of gains

in cognitive development for young children. The benefits of the program

would not necessarily be the discounted increase in earning power due to

the change in IQ that occurred because of Head Start. If the benefits of

Head Start fade after the program, then such a procedure would overstate

th! value of the gains. It is also possible that the gains from Head Start

would allow the child to be placed in a higher "track" in the primary grades,

thus leading to additional gains. Finally, the externality benefits to the

taxpaying public and the day-care benefits to the child's parents should

'e included in the benefits.

After the benefits of Head Start are expressed in dollar terms, the

!enefits can be compared with the costs of the program. If the costs

exceed the benefits, then Head Start should not be continued in its present

form even if it produces significant benefits. For example, we would reject
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a manpower training program that increased the percent value of an indi-

vidual's lifetime earnings by $10,000 if the program cost $15,000 per

participant.

The final step in the evaluation is to compare Head Start with alter-

native policies. To illustrate this point we shall USa the following

hypothetical example: assume that the educational production function

included three policy variables: Head Start (Z), kindergarten (K), and

cash transfers (I). Further assume that Head Start and kindergarten are

continuous variables. Children can rets.eive any combination of the policy

variables, but it is assumed that the relationship between the cognitive

tent score (Y) and all independent variables is linear and additive with

no interactisin effects.

The first step in the analysis is to regress the cognitive measure

Y on the three policy variables and all other independent variables

specified by the model. Suppose that the fitted regression equation is:

N
Y =

o
+ .00051 + 1.00Z + 5.00K + 7

i
X
i

1=1

where the X variables represent the noapolicy variables such as age, race,

and sex. Because the regression coefficient for Head Start fs positive,

we can proceed to compare the costs and benefits of the program. For this

example assume that one unit of Head Start costs $1,000 per child. If the

policymaker decides that a gain of one point on the dependent variable and

the other gains from the program are worth at least $1,000 then the program

can be judged a success. The policymaker can then compare Head Start with

the policy alternatives to see which is the most effective method of increas-

ing the cognitive development of disdvantaged children. Suppose that the

follcwing cost information is available:
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cost of r. unit of Head Start = $1,000

cost of a unit of kindergarten = $2,000

cost of income transfer $1

By combining the cost information kith the regression coefficients we can
,

arrive at the cost-benefit ratios 1...-r the three policies:

pcints/dollar for Head Start = .001C

points/dollar for kindergarten = .0025

points/dollar for income transfer = .0005

Thus fo., the example presented here, Hear'. Start is .ot the most efficient

way of increasing the cognitive development of children; kindergarten

provides more benefits per dollar of expenditure.
2

It is considerably more difficult to compare Head Start with social

action programs for those already in the ;_abor force. For such compari-

sons it is necessary to either select som_ tradeoff between cognitive gains

for preschool children and earning power for adults or extrapolate the

cognitive gains ano determine how they affect earning power. As most

evaluations of preschool programs have found that the gains disappear

within three years, using the second criteria would lead to the abandon-

ment of preschool programs as a means of increasing earning power.

The procedure for determining the appropriate policy instrument

becomes more complex if externalities are considered or if Head Start

and kindergarten can be provided at one treatment level. When external-

ities are present, the program that is most efficient for increasing

cognitive development or earning power may not be as politically accept-

able as an alternative policy. Thus, even if a manpower training program

were more effective than Head Start, taxpayers might prefer that their

money be spent on children rather than on adu zs. Indeed, the only
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justifications for in-kind transfers are paternalism and certain types

of externalities. If Head Start and kindergarten are available only

in one quantity (where a child either participates in a program or he

does not, but the duration of the program is fixed) then there is an

interesting equIty-efficiency tradeoff. In the example presented above,

the largest aggregate -amount of benefits would be produced by concentrat-

ing all of the funds on kindergarten; yet this procedure will provide

benefits to a smaller number of children and may be criticized on equity

grounds. The policynaker must then decide how to weight the equity and

efficiency aspects making his decision.

TFe ..ormulatior a conceptual model offers no guarantee that an

uariased evaluation _an be carried out. For evaluations of programs

-u:h as Heae Start it is generally not possible to directly test the

theoretical model. Specification errors occur because one or more of

she indep(rdert variables are undesirable or are measured with error.

To illw;trate -)-oblems several simnle models will be developed;

a more comp_ete discussion of these models and several additional models

can be fount" in tar. works by Barnow (1972 and 1973) and Goldberger (1972a

and 1972b) The underlying model considered is one where a child's cog-

nitive developa,,nt in period 2 is a linear function of his cognitive

devel me'tt n pp: od 1 and the gains he receives from participating in

Head ',(art. To sipplify the analysis Head Start is assumed to be avail-

able ar only one level, and the dummy variable in Head Start, Z, is

defines so that Z=1 if a child has participated in Head Start and Z=0

if he has not. Cognitive development in period 1, prior to Head Start

experience, is represented in the model as X*, and measured cognitive

development in period 2, after Head Start experience, is denoted as Y.
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It is important to nute that the variable Y is i fallibly measure of

cognitil,e development but that X* contains no measurement error. (In

the psychological litera!-_,r-. X* is referred LJ as a true score.) To

complete the wodel, the disturbance term associated with the posttest

is denoted ao v. The model may now written as:

Y= s
o
+

1
X* + Z + v. (1)

It is necessary to include a control group of children who have not

participated in Head Start to estimate az, whici is the treatment effect.

If we simply regressed Y on X* for children WI./ have ( Head Start,

woule .enable to differentiate between normal cognitive grow:1 -.lc the

effe, .3' Head Start; this problem would be orr,,,ci-.1 y gre' ff treat-

ment is of long duration.

t:r.:ortunately it is rarell to directly estimate ..quation

(1). The level of covit dev^lopment prior to the treatment is usually

unavailable or availab u measarev nt error. Tests. ,;hat can be used

tc, ",easure pretreat-(.. : devf opment may provide ar unbiased

measure of X*, but the 31 subi: to error. Denoting a f-llible but

unbiased measure of ecreatmen f jiltive development as X we may write

X = X* + (2)

where u is assum: to be normally distributed with a zero mean and uncor-

Lelated with :* '( is generally referred to as a pretest and

Y referred Lo as a posttest, It will also be assumed that u is indepen-

dent of v, X , a: Z; more formally this can be stated as:
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Cov(u,v) = Cov(u,X*) = Cov(u,Z) = Cov(v,X*) = Cov(v,Z) = 0

Assuming that X and not X* is available for an rvaluation, we are inter-

(3)

ested if the regression coefficient of Z will be the same when the linear

regression of Y on X and Z is run rather than Y on X* and Z.
3

Thus when

we determine

E(YIX,Z) = ao + aiX + azZ (4)

we wish to discover if the a coefficients are equal to the.corresponding

S's. It can easily be demonstrated that, in general, errors in the measure-

ment of one of the regressors leads to bias of all regression coefficients.

For an evaluation of Head Start it is especially important to learn the

relationship between and az. First we make the L'llowing definitions:

a** = Var(X*), a
ZZ

= Var(Z), a
*Z

= Cov(X*,Z), a
uu

= Var(u), (5)

a** `a*z/
a

P - , r
2

l

.

a +a
uu

G
**

0
ZZ

Note that the parameter P is the ratio of the variance of the true measure

of pretreatment cognitive development to the variance of the pretest and

that O<P<1. The parameter r 2 is the squared coefficient of correlation

between X* and Z. When the normal equations for (4) are solved, it can

be shown that:

0 (1-P)a
*z l

rt 3 +
z z G

ZY.
(1-rr2) (6)

There is no bias in equation (6) only under certain conditions. One example

is if P=1 then (Az=f',z, but this requires that X*=X and that there is no measure-

ment error. Another is when a
1
=0; i.e., the variable measured with error

does not belong in the regression. This case is theoretically untenable



because it implies that a child's cognitive development in the second

period has no relationship to his cognitive development in the first

period. A more interesting case is that suffices for az=az.

But a
*Z
=0 is equivalent to E(X*:!)=E(X*), which says that the mean of

pretreatment cognitive development is the same in the experimental and

control grou;,s.

to this result

inJork sele':tion and matching on pretests would lead

ref ore avoid bias. Note that if a
*Z
<0 (the experi

mental group initial'y A S lower cognitive development) then a
Z

<f3
Z

and

zhe bias ould b., to underestimate the treatment effect.

Thc, ?rimary lesson to be lrarned from this exercise is that when

one of the regressors is measured with error the estimate of the treatment

effect may be biased. If the Head Start administrators used a "scraping"

procedure whereby children with the lowest levels of true cognitive,

development were assigned to the experimental group and the central group

selected from the more able children, regression analysis would lead to

an underestimate of the true effect of Head Start. Random assignment

to the experimental and control groups is the most appealing way to avoid

bias in evaluations, but random assignment is not always possible. In

many instances an evaluation must be carried out ex post facto or certain

criteria_ must be used for admitting children to the experimental group.

The which we analyze in the next section of this paper were

collected for an ex post facto evaluation of Head Start. Although no

direct measure of pretreatment cognitive development is available, when

certain assumptions are made the socioeconomic and demographic dat

collected at the time of the posttest can be used as a proxy of pretreat

ment cognitive development. The following are the assumptions that tr.Ist
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be made to utilize the socioeconomic and demographic variables: (1) the

variables must be a function of cognitive development, (2) we must know

how to specify the relationship between the set of independent variables

available and cognitive development, and (3) exposure to Head Start does

not affect the socioeconomic status of a child. If we make these assump-

tions then the information collected on the background of the Head Start

and control children can be used as a fallible measure of pretreetment

cognitive eevelopment in statistical analyses.

An unfortunate drawback of ex post facto analyses is that unless

the process by which children were assigned to the treatment groups is

known, it is impossible to determine if regression analysis will produce

unbiased estimates of treatment effect; it may even be impossible to

discuss the direction of the bias. For the errors-in-variables model

developed above, discriminant analysis can be used to test the hypothesis

that the Head Start and control goups differ significantly on a set of

variables that :s associated vit)- copritive development. However, that

model is consistent only rith rertz section proceikres--such as when

selection is :lased on tr,le scores wLe- -s -aced on one set

of variables -nd another set .L available f-1 the evalun.iouand other

selection proccdure:1 may not lea4 to biased estimates when the Head Start

e.nc col:trol groups differ in their pretreatment cognitive development.

For example, if all eligible children were ranked on some socioeconomic

meas,Lv and e? childr,a Ln 'he lower half of the distlibution were entered

in Head Start while the upper halt were then placed in the control group,

the control p.oup would have a higher mean level of pretreatment cognitive

development tIm the Head Start group. But it has been demonstrated by
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Goldberger (1972a) and Barnow (1972) that this selectiun procedure will

not lead to biased estimates of the Head Start effects when the posttest

score is regressed on the selection variab.e (X) and the dummy variab

for Head Start. The reason that the errors-in-variables model described

above does not apply when this selection procedure is used is that the

assumption that Cov(u,Z)=0 is violated. Several additional selection

procedures are analyzed by Barnow (19-3) and Goldberger (1972a), and it

is demonstrated that one must know the selection procedure used before

any conclusion can be drawn on wheler a given uata set will produce

biased estimates of the effects of Head Start.

3. Estimating the Cognitive Benefits of Head ',tart

By 1969, Head Start had been in existence for three years, and

officials at the Office of Econo,aic Opportunity felt that the program

was ready to be evaluated. Several long-term evaluations were planned

including a seven-year longitudinal study and a planned vIriation study.

However, these evaluations would not provide usetul information for several

years so ,tract was awarded to the Westinghouse C.earning Corporation

in conjuncLioLs with Ohio University to carry out a one-year ex post facto

evaluation of 3ummr aad full-year Head S....art programs throughout the

nation. Although the Westingaouse resear-hers attempteL to determine

the affective as well as the cogniLive benefits of Head Starts in this

paper attention is restricted to the lanu? becausr I feel that not only

are cognitive aspects more important but there is little evidence to

indicate that the affective tests designed for the Wastin0-,luse evaluation

are satisfactor}
4
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To carry out the study the Westinghouse researchers randomly selected

300 Head Start centers from a list of all centers. From this sample 225

were s:reened until 104 centers (29 full-year centers and 75 summer centers)

'F'r.? found that could participate in the evaluation; although Smith and

3. s'l ;1970) argue that the dropped centers were the most eifective ones,

Oey offer no strong evidence to support this view. From each center a

rand 'a sample of eight former Head Start participant: 'iho were in each

of the first, second, and third grades at the time )t ,ite evaluation were

selected. The Westinghouse researchers recognize;., the weaknesses of ex

post facto evaluations and established the following criteria for consider-

ing children for the Head Start or control populatlons:

(1) Continuity of residence in the target area. All subjects
most have lived in the target area from the time of the
specified Head Start program until the time of the study...

(2) Eligibility for Head Start. All subjects must have met the
eligibility requirements for participating in the Head Start
program.

(3) Equivalent school experience. All must have attended the
same school system.

(4) No other Head Start experience. (Cicirelli et al., p. 36.

For the remainder of the paper all page references refer
to Cairclli et as., unless otherwise specified.)

Within each of the 104 neigItoorhoods a control sample (if eipnt children

at each grade 1..,v-1 was then selected. In additio,t fulfil ",ling the

four criteria listed above, the control children were selecce1 to match

the Head Start sample on the basis of age, sel,, kinder,;artan attendance,

ana social/ethnic characteristics. The groups ',ere of matched in soco-

oconomic status (SES), but information on SES .tas ,.ollected and used as

= covariate in the statistical ana7s.s. 11Orr,:ion on the SES of the
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children was collected by interviewing their parents. In addition,

children in the final sample were given a series of cognitive and

aftectrye tests.

Thr! primary method of statistical analysis used ty the Westinghouse

researchers was analysis of covariance. The equivalent regression equa-

tion for their analysis is

N
Y =

o
+

ZZ 1X1 + E 8jXj + u
j=2

where the variables 7e e.efined as:

Y = the score on the cognitive test
Z = a Jummy variable for experimental status where Z = 1

for .:hildren who participated in Head Start and Z = 0
fc the children in the control group

X
1

= t measure of SES used in the study
X2...XN = 6 series of dummy variables for the N neighborhoods or

larF:et areas where Xi = 1 if the child is from neigbor-
000 j and Xj = 0 otherwise

u = a disturbance term assumed to be normally distributed
wit!! a mean of zero and constant variance, and assumed
to 02 uncorrelated with the independent variables.

The Westinghouse researchers felt that the data should be grouped by neigh-

borhood rather than use individual children as the unit of observation;

for each neighborhood there were thus two observations--one for the Head

Start children and one for the control children. The mean value for each

groun on each variable Wd3 determined and used for the values for that

observation.

The variable ut,ecl tr c:,ntrol for SES in the Westinghouse study is the

"Two-Factor Index of Soci -1 Position" described in Hollingshead (1958). The

Hollingshead Indrx is a T....-..1ghced sum of the head of household's occupation

and educational 4 linment where both factors have been divided into a

seven-point scale.
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The children in the samples were given both an ability (intelligence)

test and an achievement test. The ability test used in the study is the

revised edition of the Ulittois Tesi-212"sychollaguistic Abilities (ITPA).

The object of the ITPA, a,... ording to Kirk ec al. (1970, p. 5) is to

"delineate specific abiliticz and d, ,abilities in children in order twat

remediation be undertaken when needed. It is a diagnostic test of specific

cognitive abilities as well as a molar test of intelligence." The ITPA is

structured so that it is applicable for children from the ages of two to

ten, and it was administered to the children in all three grades. The

achievement tests that the children took are the Metropolitan Readiness

Test, Stanford Achievement Test Primary I Battery, and the Stanford Achieve-

ment Test Primary II Battery for the first, second, ar-i third grades,

respectively.

Each of the cognitive test s%ores was used as a dependent variable

for full-year and summer samples for the first, second, and third grades.

In addition, the samples were further stratified by geographic region,

racial/ethnic characteristics of the centers, and by type of popu3s-aon

units in which the centers were located. Most of the analyses conducted

by the Westinghouse researchers indicated a zero or negative effect for

summer Head Start and a small positive effect fcr full-year Head Start.

The study concludes that:

In summary, when one looks at the observed effects of Head Start
according to the test of practical relevance, it must be concluded
that the effects found on the standardized tests are indeed small
in magnitude, with the exception of a few differences fovnd in sub-
groups of full-year centers on the ITPA, and do not meet the
criterion of practical relevance (p. 168).

The Westinghouse report concludes that summer Head Start programs should

be phased out as soon as possible and replaced by full-year programs, and

that attempts sl,c;;.! be made to strengthen the full-year programs.
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rl )ps because of the ex post facto design, and to some degree

betaw.k. ef tale unpopular nature o[ the finding?, the Westinghouse study

ha% be:,n the subject of many criticisms. Ali bough some critics have

argued t). r the questions addressed by the study are incorrect and that

the cognitive tests used may be inappropriate, the most serious criticisms

deal wish the selection of the Head Start and control children for the

study and whether or not the estimate of the effects of Head Start found

in the 3tudy are biased. Although the crucial question of whether or

not the Westinghouse data can be used to produce unbiased estimates of

the effects of Head Start can never be answered, some critics feel that

the W-st,nghouse researchers did not analyze the data in the best way

a)d 'hat a reanalysis would produce a better estimate; indeed, the results

,r reanalysis are consistent with the Westinghouse findings but demon-

stt,ite that Head Start may be ,:-fective for certain groups of children.

To improve the statistical analysis of the Westinghouse data, we

have made sev,:ral cfauges in the regression equations used. Whatever

the merits of the Hollingshead Index are it T:asuring status, there is

no reason for including soc,.oeconomic information in that form for a

model of cognitive develepoe.lt. Although the information that is used

in computing ONe Hol:ingsh.a,', Index can be included Jn t,e model either

tG rs n nl sxj for oretreatment cognitive development or as indepen-

dent Airia;le in thei- ow" right, the information can etter be incllded

as s,-; of dummy tria6,-, fir two reasons: (1) the ho,dingshea.' Ia6c

conzrains tle c.. ffi..f Lit for educational achievement to be four-severths

of t coEfficen: for occupational status, whereas including the vi,iables

indepc: ),t'y permits the coefficients to vary freely;
5
and (2) when the
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information is entered as precoded variables the effect of moving from

any one step to the next highest is r:onstrained to be the same, but the

use of dummy variables allows the effect to vary from step to step. As

knowledge concerning the relationship between cognitive development and

SES is very limited, one should permit the functioaal form to be as

general as possible.

Variables not included in the Hollingshead Inde are blso appropriate

for inclusion in the regression model. By expanding chl ,f independent

variablns we expect to reduce the possible bias in t,.. coeii Gant for Head

Start caked by nonrandom treatment assignment. In addition, the ,,arLables

that we have included are useful in helping us to learn more about the

educational production process, and several of the variables can be used

as policy variables in addition to or in place of Head Start. A list of

the variables employed in the reanalysis and a description of how the

variables were formed is given in Table 1. When a single trait, such as

mother's education, is represented by a group of dummy variables (i.e.,

MSOCOL, MHSC, MSOHS, M79, and M06) we have generally followed the practice

of omitting the variable for the highest category from the regressions.

A second change that ha: been made for the reanalysis is that individual

rather than grouping data arc. used. Cramer (1964) has demonstrated that group-

ing leads to a loss of efficiency, and Blalock (1961, pp. 102-112) shows that

grouping can sometimes bias the regression coefficients. For these reasons

we have used individual date and thereby increased the number of observations

by a factor of eight.

he final change in the method of analysis that we have employed is

that ,ve have stratified the data differently than the Westiaghouse researchers

did -) permit Head Start to have a different effect for various classes of

1111111MMIM
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TABLE 1

Description of Variables Used in the Reanalysis

Variable

CHILD Number of children in the family

Description

INCOME Total annual income of the child's family in dollars

AGE Age of the child to the nearest year

MSOCOL 1 if child's mother has more than 12 years of education;
0 otherwise

MHSC 1 if child's mother has 12 years of education; 0 otherwise

MSOHS i if child's mother has 10-11 years of education; 0 otherwise

M79 1 if child's mother has 7-9 years of education; 0 otherwise

M06 1 if child's mother has 0-6 years of education; 0 otherwise

MOPRO 1 if child's mother has professional or managerial occupation;

0 otherwise

MOCLER 1 if chik''s mother has clerical occupation; 0 otherwise

MOSKIL ch,7.;'s mother has skilled occupation; 0 otherwise

MOSEMI 1 if child's mother has semiskilled occupation; 0 otherwise

MO!JNSK 1 if ch:;!.d's mother has unskilled occupation or no occupation;

r

FEMALE 1 If 's female; 0 otherwise

MALE if child is male; 0 otherwise

RURAL I if child lives in a rural area; 0 otherwise

KIND 1 if child attended kindergarten; 0 otherwise

NNIND : if child did not attend kindergarten; 0 otherwise

FSOCOL 1 it child's father has more iaan 12 years of education;

0 otherwise

MSG 1 if child's father has 12 years of education; 0 otherwise

FSOHS 1 if child's father has 10-11 years of educaticl; 0 otherwise



TABLE 1 (continued)

Variable Description

779 1 if child's father has 7-9 years of educa*ion; 0 otherwise

F06 1 if child' ; father has 0-6 years of education; 0 otherwise

FAPRO 1 if child's father has professional or managerial occupation;
0 otherwise

FACLER 1 if child's father has clerical occupation; 0 othervise

FASKIL 1 if child's father has skilled occupation; 0 otherwise

FASEMI 1 if child's father has semiskilled occupation; 0 otherwise

FAUNSK 1 if child's father has unskilled occupation; c.therwise

WHITE 1 if child is white; 0 otherwise

BLACK 1 if child is black; 0 otherwise

MEXAM 1 if child is Mexican-American; 0 otherwise

HDSTRT 1 if child has had Head Start; 0 oaerwise

BLKHS 1 if child is black and has had Head start; 0 otherwise

ITPAMN mean of child's nonzero scores or ITYI

MRTMN mean of child's nonzero scores or. MRT

SAT2MN mean of child's nonzero scores on SATI

SAT3MN mean of child's nonzero scores on i,AT3

DIVOR 1 if child's parents divorced; 0 o*hftvise

SEPAR 1 if child's parents separated; 0 otherwise

WIDOW 1 if child's mother is a widow; 0 otherwise

NEVMAR 1 if child's mother never =Tied; a otherwige
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children. We have stratified by type of program (full-year and summer),

grade (first, second, and third), and by parents present (both and mother

only). The stratification by parents present is necessary because the

set if independip: variables is different when only the mother is present;

the variables for occupation and education of the father must be dropped

and we have added variables for the marital status of the mother. 'here

are ten rather than -delve samples because there were too few third grade

full-year children to analyze. Stratification by race was attempted, but

it was discovered that only the coefficients for Head Start and kindergarten

differed sigrificantly for Blacks and whites so interaction variables were

added for the final analysis instead of stratifying by race.

The complete set or regression results from the reanalysis can be

found in Barnow '1973). In the present paper some of the important results

are reproduced md the major findings are summarized. In Table 2 and Table

3 the means anc standard deviations are presented for the first grade,

summer and full -year, both parents present samples. The tables indicate

that the child:on in the sample are indeed from disadvantaged backgrounds.

The average m_mber of children per family is as high as 4.8 and annual

family 'mom! as low as $4,861. Althr,agh both the Head Start and control

children co:he rom disadvantaged families, the Head Start children are on

averag(! more sadantaged as is indicated by income and family size. Note

also that the aelns of the cognitive tests (ITPAMN and MRTMN) are higher

for the contr.)l groups than for the Head Start groups. Thus, if we regressed

cognitive o elopment on treatment status alone we would find a negative

effect for Head Start.
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TABLE 2

Means and Standard Deviation for Grade 1,
Summer, Both Parents Present Sample

Variable

Head Start Control

Mean Standard Deviation Mean Standard Deviation

CHILD 4.69 2.10 4.12 2.04

INCOME 5049. 2514. 5859. 2986.

AGE 5.89 .446 5.95 .548

MHSG .263 .441 .416 .494

MSOHS .362 .481 .237 .426

M79 .194 .396 .192 .394

M06 .092 .290 .065 .247

MOCLER .109 .137 .042 .201

MOSKIL .032 .176 .023 .149

MOSEMI .130 .337 .078 .268

MOIJNSK .794 .405 .834 .:3;2

FEMALE .511 .501 .490 .501

RURAL .263 .441 .234 .124

.riSG .225 .419 .295 .457

FSOHS .222 .416 .285 .452

F79 .263 .441 .175 .381

F06 .165 .372 .123 .329

FACLER .041 .199 .045 .209

FASKIL .197 .398 .240 .428

FASEMI .311 .464 .351 .478

FAUNSK .403 .491 .263 .441
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Rawl Start Control

Variable ...lean Standard Deviation Mean Standard Deviation

BLACK .289 .454 .247 .432

MEXAM .133 .340 .107 .310

KIND .625 .485 .614 .488

BLKIND .194 .396 .175 .381

ITPAMN 19.13 3.52 19.30 3. 4

MRTMN 9.03 2.60 9.31 2.74

N 315 308
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TABLE 3

Mewls and Standard Deviations for Grade 1,
Full-Year, Both Parents Present Sample

Variable

Head Start Control

Mean Standard Deviation Mean Standard Deviation

CHILD 4.83 2.17 4.74 2.01

INCOME 4861. 2252, 5490. 2656.

AGE 5.97 .492 5.96 .420

MHSG .385 .489 .304 .462

MSOHS .308 .464 .294 .458

M79 .192 .396 .196 .399

m06 .067 .252 .088 .285

MOCLER .019 .138 .039 .195

MOSKIL .019 .138 .029 .170

MOSEMI .173 .380 .157 .365

MOUNSK .769 .423 .735 .443

FEMALE .510 .502 .539 .501

RURAL .212 .410 .245 .432

FHSG .308 .464 .304 .462

FSOHS .260 .441 .196 .399

F79 .173 .380 .147 .356

F06 .192 .396 .157 .365

FACLER 0.00 0.00 .029 .170

FASKIL .240 .429 .284 .453

FASEMI .356 .481 .363 .483

FAUNSK .337 ,475 .245 .432
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TABLE 3 (continued)

Head Start Control

Variable Mean Standard Deviation Mean Standard Deviation

BLACK .500 .502 .480 .502

MEXNM 1A2 .396 .157 .365

KIND .558 .499 .588 .495

BLKIND .2K .455 .304 .462

iTPAMN 1E.84 3.84 19.66 4.26

MRTMN 8.74 2.53 8.81 2.68

N 104 102
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The regression equations ror the first grade, summer and full-var,

both parents present samples wirh the ITPA score as the dependert var.able

are in Table 4. Some of the coefficients did not have the expected sign

and require some explanation, was expected that inlome would have a

po i .ive coefficient, but for the summer sample and some of the other

, T '(.trive t ,insign4J4.(ant coefficient. This cou

Fuca! _ct occL'ation variables capture lecmaner

incc-ce status of ) = rc' s " unily and that measured incoilf,

transfer payments recErve, Ty the family; unfortunately, the W.i.tinghous:

data do not break down the income information by source.

The information for the occupation and education of the parents is

included in the regression equations as sets of dummy variablfs with the

highest categories used as the reference fE,orp. For a nationally repre-

sentative sample we would expect coefficients within each set to

bec:Jme increasingly negative as we progress to lower levels of education

and occupation. However, the Westinghouse data are not representative

of all families. Only children who were eligible for Head Start are in

the samcle, and because Head Start sought to enroll disadvantaged children,

the parents with high levels of education (some college) and occupation

(managers and professionals) must be atypical of the general population

of these parents; parents with such high levels of SES whose children

are still eligible for Head Start may be considered as "failures." The

implication of this sample truncation is that children whose parents are

in the base groups for the educational and occupational variables may not

only be expected to score lower on cognitive tests than children of parents

with similar levels of attainment in the general population, but may even
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TABLE 4

Effects of Individual Characteristics for Grade 1, Both farebts
Present SEmple, on Child's ITPA Score, Summer and Full Year

Indeperlent Variable Summer Full Year

Cri'LD -.134* -.355**
(-1.900) (-2.720)

INC )ME -.00001 .0004**

(-.17000) (3.2900)

AGE .766** 1.44**
;2,790) (2.52)

MHSG -.194 -.291
(-.350) (-.260)

MSOHS -.508 -.552
(-.870) (-.480)

M79 -.736 -1.22
(-1.150) (-.97)

M06 -1.62** .512

(-1.97) (-.330)

MOCLER 2.42** -2.95

(1.97) (-1.39)

MOSKI. 1.88 -.901
(1.51) ( -.400)

MOji '.ii .158 -1.13
(.150) (-.70)

W (TISK .506 -1.80
(.520) ( 3 ",)

F MALE -.1i) .384

(-.63(4 (.750)

RLRAL .240 1.17

WOO) (1.03)

FliSG .141 -1.73*
(.690) (-1.90)

FSOHS -.003 -.950

(-.010) (-.990)

F79 -.475 -2.16*
(-.890) (-1.99)
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Independent Variable Summer Full Year

F06 -.905 -1.07
(-1.450) (-.95)

FACLER -.921 1.25

(-1.080) (.52)

FASKIL -1.01 .576

(-1.63) (.490)

FASEMI -1.17* -.221

(-1,91) (-.190)

FALASK -1.64** -.040
(-2.57) (-.030)

ISLA, -2.10** .810

(-3.11) (.1.t00)

MEXAM -1.12* -.4)9

(-1.69) (-.330,

KIND .862** 3.47**
(2.500) (3.14)

BLKIND -.593 -3.56**

(-.900) (-3.11)

HDSTRT -.361 -1.22
(-1.000) (-1.38)

v..CKHS 1.99** 2.04*

(3.13) (1.79)

MEXHS 1.53* .081

(1.78) (.050)

CONSTAN1 16.67** 12.00**

(1.98) (2.82)

R2 .186 .374

N 623 206

Note: t-statistics are in parentheses below their coefficients.

*Statistimaily significant at the 10 percent level.

**Statistically significau at the 5 percent level.

1 casino,
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score ..ower than children in the Westinghouro sample whose parents are

in some 1: the lower categories.

Blacl and Mexican-AmericaA children have been observed to score

than white children on m,ny ability and achievement tests. We lack

the expertise to determine if su.zh findings are due to teal differences

or el- tural bias in the tests. It shoui, be noted that for the Westing-

house data the Black and Mexican-Americah children come from significantly

more disadvantaged backgrounds t1;, n the white children, wild the negative

coefficients found for minorit / group children may be due in part from

failure to adequately control for these differences.

Eead Start and kindergarten :_re the two most important policy

variables in the rogression that can be used to affect cognitive develop-

ment. To alloy, these variables to have different effects on children from

different ethnic backgrounds, interaction variables (BLKIND, BLCKHS, and

MEXHS) have been included. To determine the effect of Head Start on a

Black child, the coefficients for Head Start and the Black-Head Start

interaction term must be added. The coefficient of kindergarten for whites

and Mexican-Americans (which was constrained to be the same because there

were few Mexican-Americans) is positive in both the full-year and summer

samples, but there is a great difference in the magnitude of the coeffi-

cients. Judging from other results, we suspect that the true effect lies

somewhere between the two values. Our data indicate that kindergarten has

almost a zero effect for Black children; no good explanation for this

tinding has been developed. It is possible that the selection process

for kindergarten works differently for Blacks than it does for whites.

The coefficients for kindergarten are subject to the same potential bias
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problem as Head Start, only more so. This is because no effort was made

to match the kindergarten and nonkindergarten children, and discriminant

analysis indicated that the kindergarten children come from significantly

more advantaged backgrounds for all of our samples.

Head Start has a negative, insignificant coefficient for white children

for both the full-year and summer samples. The Head Start-ethnicity inter-

action variables are positive in both samples, and the Black-Head Start

interactlo.1 is significant at the 5 percent level for the summer sample.

The net ,ft ,-t of Head Start for Blacks is 1.6 'ITPA points for the summer

sample artd .32 ITPA points for the full-year sample. It is surprising to

find a smaller effect for full-year than summer programs, and we suspect

that this difference may be spurious. For Mexican-American children,

sammaT Head Start has a positive effect (but smaller than for Black children),

and full-year Head Start has a negative, insignificant effect.

To .Interpret the practical significance of the regression coefficients

it is ne,.!essary to understand what a change of one point on the cognitive

test means for the child. In the ITPA manual Kirk et al. (1968) offer two

interpretations for the ITPA score. For children 5 to 7 years old, the

manual suggests that an increase of one point on the ITPA score is approxi-

mately equal to a gain of three months of psycholinguistic age or three

months of mental age. For children 5 to 7 years old a gain of one point

on the 1TPA is therefore equal to a gain of four to five IQ points. Thus,

the net effect of summer Head Start for Blacks can be expressed as either

1.6 ITPA points, 4.8 months of mental age growth, or a 6.4 to 8.0 gain in

IQ points. As IQ is the most widely used measure of mental ability, speci-

fying the gains in an IQ metric allows for the easiest interpretations of
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Head Start effects. Regressions using ..he Metropolitan Readiness Test

(MYX) as the dependent variable are not presented here because the

cotfficients have t1): z4-11C sign as when the ITPA is used, and ,ecause

the MRT ojers no way to easily interpret the value of the gains.

Tn Trille 5 a ,ummevy of the effects of Head Start and kindergarten

wnen the ..PA is uaed as the dependent variable is presented for all ten

.amples. Wesanghocae researchers envisioned that the second and

.hird grace samples could be used to test for the decay of the Head Start

effect or the possiblt presence of a "sleeper" effect where tue gains

are not manifested until one or more years after the Head Start experience.

Etwever, it IA e.angerous to interpret the results in this manner because

the study was not longitudinal, but inste was serfs; of cross-section

samples. First, the selection procedures by the H-11 Start centers

may have changed over the three-year program; this might lead to noncom-

parable samples, More Lmportantly, the Head Start programs may have

changed over the pettedhopefully improved-and a larger effect for the

first grade children may be indicative of chznges in the programs rather

than decay of the effects.

For three of the four first grade samples analyzed, Heat Start has

a positive effect for Black children, and these effects are equivalent

to four to ten IQ points; only for the summer, mother only sample is the

effect negative for Blacks (and then it is insignificant and almost zero).

Thus, the immediate impar of Head Start tc..7 Elack children is ciLite

favorable. For white children in the firs., grade Head Start is effective

only when the father is absett -zrom the how, For the second and third

grade samples the effect of He Start is not great for Black children

ANNImu=r, 11..4111111EMMOIMPIA111111111 ifrielNalb
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except for the grade 2 summer sample where only the mother is present.

For white children Head Start ,x!...,bits the same pattern of effects as

for the first grade--Head start has a .Lirly high effect (greater than

one point on the ITPA) when only the nother is present, and vezy

negative effect when both parents are present. If we discount heavLj

the findings for the second and third grade samples on the grounds that

Head Start programs were not yet fully developed, one may conclude that

Head Star.: is e:lective for Black children and for white children from

mother-headed f. - .ief. These results are consistent with the overall

findings of the Westinghouse study, but by adding additional control

variables an .)y stratif ing the data to permit the effects of Head Start

to vary acro,s differtmt types of children, we have discovered that Head

Start may be approrvItte only for certain groups.

Kindergarten consistently shows a strong, positive effect for white

children in ell samples, and there is no trend for Black children. How-

ever, tecause he children who attended kindergarten are from significantly

more advantagec, backgrounds, we would not advocate an expansion of kinder-

ga:Len prog.:.amr, on the basis of the findings reported here.

Although the bias is5 a can not be settled for the Westinghouse data,

several technilues have been mployed to determine if the Head Start and

control children differ significantly on socioeconomic and demographlL

characterts:ics that are correlated with cognitive development. Discrimi-

nant analysis was used to test the joint hypothesis that Head Start and

control children differ significantly on the independent variables included

in the regressions; only for the first grade, summer, both parents present

sample is there a significant difference favoring the control group. An
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alternative procedure f-rx nee,' wring rese differences is discussed in

the Appendix. Support of the null hypothesis th.t the groups do not

differ significantly on these variab'es adds credeneEl to the belief that

the regressions produce unbiased estimates of the effects of Head Start

but are irsufficient to guarantee unbiasedness. Besides the fact that

certain selection procedures will produce unbiased estimates when the

gto..ps rfer on their pretreatment cognitive development, we may not

have the complete set of relevant variables available, e.g., parental

atiLudes toward education. Discriminant analysis was also employed to

determine if there were significant background differences between

children who hay_ attended kindergarten and those who have not. For

all ten samples it was discovered that children who attended kindergarten

are from significantly more advantaged backgrounds as measured by such

characteristics as income, family size, and parental educat!on. Thus, it

is th-t the coefficients for kindergarten are inflated,

Severe,'. modifications of the basic regression mo,lel were formulated

to t J. sr". additional hypotheses of interest. It has been observed by

some researchers (e.g., Herzog et al., 1972) that preschool programs may

provl( smaller ,-,enefits to the r-)st disadvantaged children. Such findings

may ro-lect differential learning abilities by SES, but they may also be

an inlication that the curricula of these programs are set at too high a

level for the most disadvantaged children. To test the hypothesis that

Head Start is equally effective for all children in the sample, a set of

Head Start-SES interaction variables was added to the regression equations.

The variables were formed by multiplying the Head Start dummy variable by

each of the independent variables. The hypothesis that the entire set of
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Head Start-SES interaction coefficients are equal to zero was then tested.

The head Start-ethnicity variables (BLCKHS and MEXHS) were not included

in the test as they are part of the basic model. The null hypothesis was

not rejected for any of the first grade samples. Because of thesE. findings

we have rejected the hypothesis that the effect of Head Start is dependent

upon the socioeconomic status of the child's family.

A second extension of the model that was carried out for the first

grade both parents present samples was to add neighborhood and Head Start

center dummy variables tc the regression equation. The neighborhood vari-

ables may add explanatory power to the model by controlling for differences

in neighborhood environments. When the Head Start center variables are

added to the model each center is considered as a separate treatment; we

were thus able to test if the Head Start effects for the various centers

are clustered about the overall effect or if there is a large variation.

For these analyses only children from neighborhoods with at least four

Head Start and four control children were included. The neighborhood

variables were added first, and the set of coefficients is significant

for both the summer and full-year samples when the ITPA mean is used

as the dependent variable; the addition of these variables did not

significantly change the coefficients of the previously included indepen-

dent variables. The Set of Head Start center variables was added to the

regression equation with the neighborhood variables also included (so

that these variables would not serve as a proxy for neighborhood effects)

and then tested for significance. The set of coefficients for the

center variables was nc significant at the 10 percent level. Thus,

there does not appear to be significant variation in the effects of the

centers analyzed.
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4. Conclusions and Policy Implications

Although the reanalyses presented above do not completely reversc

the pessimistic findings of the Westinghouse study, they do indicate

that Head Start may have a significant immediate impact on children from

minority groups and white children from mother-headed families. The

next logical step in this evaluation is to place a dollar value on the

cognitive gains to determine if the benefits of Head Start exceed the

costs. Although this decision must ultimately be made, it is beyond the

author's ability to carry out such an imputation. To make such in, -a-

tions one would prefer to have longitudinal data available so that the

permanence of the effect;_ can be judged. Unfortunately, most of the

longitudinal studies conducted so far have indicated that whatever cog-

notive gains are accrued during a preschool program seldom last pastthe

first year of formal schooling; this was the finding in the surveys of

the literature carried out by Leers -Ellin Datta (1969) and Marian Stearns

(1971) for the United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

It Is clear that not enough is known at the present time to declare

that Head Start is either a "success" or "failure." The first issue that

must be addressed is whether or not an immediate gain in IQ of 5 to 10

points is a sufficient output for a preschool program. If these benefits

from Head Start are judged to be worth attaining, additional research

must be carried out to determine why the effects dissipate so rapidly.

The policy implications for sustaining initial gains will depend upon

the reasons for the subsequent loss. If the initial gains are simply an

artifact due to the change of environment or changes in the children's

attitudes toward taking tests, then efforts should be made to develop
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programs which produce real gains or preschool programs should abandon

the attempt to affect cognitive development and concentrate on other

aspects of development. Programs with earlier and later intervention

should also be tried in case the ages of three to five are not as

"critical" as was once thought. If it is found that the gains fade

because they are not reinforced in the public school system, efforts

should be made to better coordinate preschool and primary school programs.

A final possible explanation for the fading of cognitive gains is that

the home environment of disadvantaged children does not suitably reinforce

the gains of preschool programs such as Head Start; if this is the case

then efforts can be made to alter the home environment or to place the

child outside that environment for a longer period of time.

Any strong conclusion about Head Start or preschool educational

programs in general would be premature at this time. We do not agree

with the statement by Arthur Jensen (1969) that "Compensatory education

has been tried and it apparently has failed." Our research has produced

some evidence that Head Start may be most effective for those children

that Jensen predicts can be helped least--Blacks, and white children

from fatherless families. It must be remembered that preschool education

for the disadvantaged is a relatively new field. Research should continue

so that we may learn how to sustain and enhance the initial gains that

are found. At the same time, we must realize the limitations of preschool

education. As Jencks et al. (1972) have correctly claimed, education will

not eliminate inequality in our society. It is possible, however, that

Head Start and other preschool educational programs can play an important

part in the education of disadvantaged children.
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NOTES

1
Although all benefits and costs should be considered in the evalua-

tion of a social action program, the major objectives should be given the
most consideration. Cain and Hollister (1969, p. 6) claim that "in general
the measures of program outputs, which may be proxies for the ultimate
tangible changes, such as income change, employment gain, and educational
attainment." With regard to Head Start, John W. Evans (1969, p. 254)
states:

. . . while Head Start has objectives other than cognitive and
effective change, these other objectives are in large part instru-
mental to the cognitive and affective objectives. That is, the
program is attempting to improve children medically and nutrition-
ally in order to make it possible to chaage them cognitively and
motivationally.

2
Cain and Watts (1970, p. 238) make the same point about determining

the most efficient policy alternative. In their presentation, however,
they suggest scaling the policy variables so that one unit of any policy
variable has the same cost. If this procedure is used then the most
efficient policy variable is the one with the largest regression coefficient.

3
Goldberger (1972a) has shown that the true regression of Y on X is

not linear when selection is made on the basis of X*. Because empirical
work is generally run using linear approximations, using a linear regres-
sion reflects what will happen in actual experiments. In qualitative terms,
the spurious treatment effect retains the same direction of bias, but since
the within-group regressions are no longer parallel the treatment effect
calculated in the nonlinear regression will be a function of X.

4
The major problem with the affective instruments is that they were

designed specifically for the Westinghouse evaluation and were not veri-
fied on large samples. The comments of Victor G. Cicirelli, the principal
Westinghouse investigator, and several 0E0 officials cast doubt on the
validity and robustness of the affective measures. Cicirelli, Evans, and
Schiller (1970, p. 115) state that "our judgment about the affective find-
ings should be tentative and this is the view the Westinghouse report took."
In another article Evans (1970, p. 256) says "No great claims are made for
the affective instruments."

5
The Hollingshead Index is formed by coding educational attainment and

occupational status on seven-point scales. The Index is formed by multiply-
ing the occupational score by seven, multiplying the educational score by
four, and taking the sum of the two products. Including the information
in this manner constrains the coefficient for education to be four-sevenths
of the coefficient for occupation.
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APPENDIX

Techniques for Measuring Pretreatment Differences

There are several approaches that can be used to determine if the

Head Start and control groups differ significantly In their pretreatment

socioeconomic status. Perhaps the simplest is to perform an analysis

of variance for each trait of interest. The problem with such a technique

is that there is no good way to combine the results to make an overall

judgment. Another possibility is to use discriminant analysis to test the

joint hypothesis that the two groups have the same means on the variables

of interest. The discriminant analysis can be carried out by regressing

the dummy variable for Head Start on the same set of independent variables-

included in the educational production function. In the limiting case

where there is no relationship between the independent variables and group

membership all the coefficients would be zero and the constant would be

0.5 ( assuming equal sample size in the two groups). Because we are dealing

with a 0-1 dependent variable, the fitted values of the dependent variable

can be interpreted as the probability that a particular observation will

be in Head Start rather than the control group; this is not precisely

correct and more sophisticated techniques have been developed for making

such estimates. The regression coefficients can then be interpreted as

the change in the probability of membership in the Head Start group for

a unit change in the independent variables. The F-statistic for the test

that the entire set of coefficients (excluding the constant) are equal to

zero is equivalent to the test of the hypothesis that the means of each

variable are the same in the two groups.
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There are, however, several weaknesses of discriminant analysis.

'f some differences favor the control group and others favor the Head

Start children, there is no way to take these offsetting differences

into account. Even if all of the evidence indicates that one group comes

from a better background, discriminant analysis does not provide any

information aboA what these differences will be in terms of cognitive

development. Ti get a better idea of the differences in cognitive

development that would have been observed if there had been no treatment,

we have developed a two-stage procedure as an alternative to discriminant

analysis. The first stage of the procedure is to regress the cognitive

measure used as the posttest (such as the ITPA score) on all the indep-

pendent variables except Head Start for the control group. This produces

an estimate of the educational production function without Head Start.

This fitted function is the:i used to form an imputed test score for

observations in both groups; the imputed score is formed by the formula

k

YHAT = E
i i

for each of the observations. In the second stage of the

i=1
procedure, she variable YHAT is regressed on the dummy variable for Head

Start. The coefficient for the Head Start variable then relates the

difference in the average imputed test scores for the two groups. For

the first grade, summer, both parents sample when the ITPA score is

used ,e zae dependent variable in the first stage, the second stage

regression is: YHAT = 19.300 - .764HDSTRT. There were 623 observations

(183.51) (-5.047)

for the regression and the R2 is .0394. Thus we predict that the Head

Start children would have scored .764 ITPA points lower than the control

children if they ha not had Head Start, and this is roughly equal to

3.8 IQ points. This procedure does not tell us whether or not the
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previous estimates of the effect of Head Start are biased, however, because

we do not know which selection procedure was used to assign the children

to Head Start. The procedure may be helpial in determinlug how different

the experimental and control groups are in ex post facto analyses in terms

of the metric used in the posttest.
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